Wednesday - 5:45-7:30 PM
Labyrinth Books, Nassau St.

Our Universe: An Astronomer’s Guide with Professor Jo Dunkley
Come and learn about the early history of our universe, how it’s shaped, and how it has been shaped by advances in astronomy. Stick around for discussion (and free refreshments) at Small World Coffee! Email Daniel at dvitek@princeton.edu to sign up.

Saturday - 9-11 AM
Graduate College Coffee House
Connect!
Join us on Saturday for a delicious breakfast of Greek yogurt, organic granola, fresh fruit, bagels, sweets, coffee and fresh croissants. For questions, email Kevin Fleming at kevinf@princeton.edu.

Saturday - 10:30 AM
Princeton Garden Theater
The Ragtag Movie
Join other grad school parents and their children for a special viewing of a kid-friendly 1998 classic! Tommie, Chuckie, Phil, and Lil get lost in the forest in this thrilling 80-minute animated experience. Free tickets and concessions are provided. RSVP to Shelby at shelbys@princeton.edu.

Saturday - 12-12 AM
Sunray Beach Preserve
Horseshoe Crab Survey with the Nature Conservancy
Volunteer with the Nature Conservancy to survey Horseshoe Crabs during their annual Spring spawning, a spectacular natural phenomenon found right in NJ! The survey will start at 9 pm and involve walking the beach for approximately 2 miles. We will drive to the NJ coast, explore the nearby Cape May National Wildlife Refuge and have dinner in Cape May. Spots are limited, email mravee@princeton.edu ASAP to sign up.

Monday - 4:30-5:30 PM
Sunray Beach Preserve
Solar Fields Tour
Come join as we tour the Princeton Solar Fields with the Office of Sustainability. Transportation will be provided from campus to the Solar Fields and back. The tour will be weather dependent, hopefully there will be sun (and sheep!). Spots limited, please email mravee@princeton.edu ASAP to join.

Tuesday - 1:30-3 PM
University Art Museum
Miracles on the Border/Milagros en la Frontera
Visit the Art Museum to explore this temporary exhibit which collects reliables (painted offerings of thanks) from migrant families arriving in the United States from Mexico. After the museum, we will go to Halo Pub to discuss the exhibit over ice cream. Please email Thomas at thomasas@princeton.edu to sign up.

Tuesday - 2:30-5 PM
400 Forrestal Rd.
Recap Tour
Every requested a book from RecAP? Come visit this massive, climate-controlled book storage facility and learn about how RecAP stores, retrieves, and preserves books. Email Daniel at dvitek@princeton.edu to sign up.

Tuesday - 7 PM
Princeton Garden Theater
Amazing Grace
A thrilling must-watch documentary that follows Aretha Franklin at the peak of her remarkable career. A limited amount of FREE movie tickets are available and sign up is required. Please note that the exact movie start time may change. Please RSVP to Olivia at odudley@princeton.edu.

Tuesday - 7-8:30 PM
Lakeside Commons
Summer Vegetable Recipes
Flavored by fenugreek! Know nothing about kohlrabi? Come out and learn how to properly cook and cook with a number of different summer vegetables. Attendees will get portions to take home! Email Daniel at dvitek@princeton.edu to sign up.

Wednesday - 9-11 AM
Campus Club 2nd Floor Den
Campus Club Coffee Connect
Stop by for morning coffee and breakfast treats! Stay for a while and grab or go. For questions, please contact Kevin Fleming at kevinf@princeton.edu.

Thursday - 9-10 AM
Jammín Crepes, Nassau St.
Breakfast at Jammín’ Crepes
Start your day off right with a delicious sweet or savory crepe, courtesy of the Graduate School. Space is limited. RSVP to Ari at aseff@princeton.edu.

Friday - 1-4 PM
Stony Brook, Pennington
Volunteer Tree Planting
In celebration of Earth Day, the Mercer County Park Commission and the Sourland Conservancy are planting over 4,200 trees and shrubs along Moores Creek and the Stony Brook in April and May. The Graduate School has been able to reserve five spots to volunteer. If you’d like to join, email Kevin Fleming at kevinf@princeton.edu by Friday, May 3rd so you can be registered in time. No transportation is provided; volunteers will need to find transportation to and from the event.

Monday - 8-10 PM
Lewis Center for the Arts
Art Scores: Contemporary Chamber Works
The NJSO Chamber Players—drawn from the ranks of the celebrated New Jersey Symphony Orchestra—will give the world premiere of a new work by Princeton composer Juri Seo, who also curates the program of contemporary chamber and solo works by Korean, American, French, and British voices. This is a night of cutting-edge music not to be missed. A limited number of free tickets are available to those who RSVP to douthat@princeton.edu.

Tuesday - 4-5:30 PM
Dinky Bar & Grill
Spring Happy Hour
Come hang at the Dinky Bar to decompress at the end of the semester! The Graduate School will buy the snacks; you can take advantage of the Dinky Bar’s happy hour drink menu at your discretion. Space is limited, RSVP to Shelby at shelbys@princeton.edu by Friday, May 10.

Thursday - 6 PM
Labyrinth Books, Nassau St.
David Kushner, Author of the Players Ball
Listen to author David Kushner discuss his new book: “The Players Ball: A Genius, a Con Man, and the Secret History of the Internet’s Rise, touted as a “rollicking true story of a decade-long cat-and-mouse game between a Genius.com CEO and a Con Man that changed the way people connect, and defined the digital age.” Join us for refreshments afterwards at Small World, courtesy of the Graduate School. Space is limited, email Ari at aseff@princeton.edu to sign up.

Wednesday - 8-10 AM
Lakeside Commons
Coffee Connect at Lakeside
Join us for coffee and breakfast at Lakeside. Stop by on your way to the shuttle or stay and meet new people. Questions? Contact Olivia at odudley@princeton.edu.

Wednesday - 12:15-1:15 PM
Campus Club Library
Mindfulness Meditation
Stress, anxiety and a variety of other issues can affect each of us and impede our productivity. It’s important to learn ways to manage these issues throughout the busy semester. Join us for a Mindfulness Meditation Lunch where we will explore a relevant topic, discuss the topic over lunch, and then practice a mindfulness meditation. Facilitated by Dr. Joe Cooper, Psychologist, UHS. A free healthy lunch will be served. This event is open to Princeton University Graduate students, spouses/partners may also attend with permission. Sign-ups are encouraged but a number of walk-ins will be allowed. Email Kevin Fleming at kevinf@princeton.edu to sign up.

Thursday - 5-6 PM
Meet at Cleveland Tower Lot
GradCycle Biking Group
Join “gradCycle,” an easy, casual biking group started by the Student Life team. All levels of abilities are welcome! Our focus is simply to promote easy exercise, fresh air, and community building. Our route will be from the GC down to the canal towpaths via Springdale Rd. and back. In the event of inclement weather, you will be emailed for cancellation/rescheduling. All participants must sign a waiver right before biking. If you want to bike with us, simply email Kevin Fleming, non-expert cyclist at kevinf@princeton.edu.

Saturday - 11 AM-1 PM
Grounds for Sculpture
Grounds for Sculpture Tour
Visit this beautiful, extensive sculpture garden and museum located in nearby Hamilton, NJ. Drivers needed. Entry will be subsidized, space is limited and sign-up is required. Please email Thomas at thomasas@princeton.edu to sign up.

Wednesday - 8-10 AM
Lawrence 14 Common Room
Coffee Connect at Lawrence
Join us for coffee and breakfast at Lawrence! Stop by on your way to the shuttle or stay and meet new people. Questions? Contact Chris at douthat@princeton.edu.

Photographs and recordings taken at these events by anyone authorized by Princeton University may be used in publications, both electronic and print, at the discretion of the University.